St Vincent’s College, Student Portal

Students need to go into the Portal login

OR (via Website is quite easy – go to Parent and Student Portal at the bottom of the webpage and click the arrow)

Then click on the tab as shown

Once in it opens in the dashboard. Students should click on Diary as shown, wait a few seconds and then the list of the days classes will appear
Students will then be able to view their timetable for the day and when you click on any of the classes it will reveal the lesson plan and any homework or attachments that you can include.

Note nothing is in there but it will appear if something was entered by Dr Reynolds.

Students can also view their timetable as a week or month. Click on Diary and MY DIARY as shown.
The timetable for the WEEK is displayed but can be changed for the day or for the month. Here is what a month view looks like. The GREEN highlighted sections represent Assessment Tasks.